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1. Outline of Consortium
Bio Molecular Consortium was established in March,

2003. The main mandate of the consortium is to evaluate pro-

posals from the members to Earth Simulator among them-

selves from professional point of view and then to recom-

mend proper proposals with certification of the consortium.

As mentioned below, through the evaluations, those propos-

als are brushed up to have a high quality of research as proj-

ects on Earth Simulator. The number of the members is now

more than 40 and they are the top scientists in this field of

Japan.  

2. Goals of Consortium
As an important research area, bio technology is being rec-

ognized recently. Thus, our objectives are:

1)  To understand the mechanism of biological systems at

molecular levels

2)  To apply the knowledge obtained from simulations to

industrial activities such as drug and enzyme design

Basically, all the codes of bio molecular simulations are orig-

inally developed in order to achieve these objectives with

high performance on Earth Simulator and related simulations

are carried out to demonstrate their usefulness for the second

objective.

Another is to recommend proposals to Earth Simulator,

which are proper projects to be carried on it. To be distinct,

these proposals are sent to all the consortium members for

peer review. Then, after such selection, the chair will recom-

mend them with certification of the consortium. Therefore,

the research quality of the proposals which are recommend-

ed, are kept to be high from professional point of view. 

3. Activities of Consortium
As mentioned before, the major activity of this consortium

is to recommend bio-related material simulations to Earth

Simulator. The other is to provide these researchers with a

place for sharing the information of simulations related to

biology, since these areas have been developing rather inde-

pendently. For detailed understanding of the mechanism of

biological systems, collaborations by these researchers of dif-

ferent areas such as genome informatics, protein folding,

molecular dynamics and so on, are needed. In the consor-

tium, this is achieved by circulating their proposals before

applying to Earth Simulator. 

4. Sub-Themes of Project
1)  “All-electron Calculation on Very Large-Sized Proteins

by Density Functional Method”, Fumitoshi Sato, Institute

of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo

2)  “Realistic simulations of the structural changes of pro-

teins”, Minoru Saito, Faculty of Science and Technology,

Hirosaki University 

3)  “Protein folding simulations from the first principles”,

Yuko Okamoto, Department of Theoretical Studies,

Institute for Molecular Science

4)  “The Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Prion Protein:

Investigation of the Transition from its Cellular Form to

the Anomalous Form using Earth Simulator”, Yutaka

Akiyama, Computational Biology Research Center

(CBRC), National Institute of Advanced Industrial

Science and Technology (AIST) 

5)  “Analysis of the function of a large-scale supra-biomole-

cule system by molecular dynamics simulation”, Hisashi

Ishida, Center for Promotion of Computational Science

and Engineering, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

6)  “Self-Organizing Map (SOM) for all genome and protein

sequences and simulation of the genome evolution”,

Toshimichi Ikemura, Hayama Center for Advanced

Research, the Graduate University for Advanced Studies

(Sokendai)

5. Cross Relationship of Sub-Themes
To understand mechanism of biological systems at molec-

ular levels, it is needed to hybridize many of individual theo-

ries and computational technologies which have been devel-

oped as separated areas such as genome informatics, protein

folding, molecular dynamics, electronic structure and so on.

Therefore, Bio Molecular Simulation Consortium now con-

ducts 6 sub-themes as the Earth Simulator projects shown

below. 
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<Sub-Theme 1>
Here, a gaussian-based density functional simulation code

named ProteinDF for study of electronic structures of pro-

teins has been developed, which is able to handle a whole

proteins as one molecule with more than 100 residues. To

understand the mechanism of chemical reactions occurring in

proteins, it is needed to study electronic structures of pro-

teins. For this, the number of necessary basis functions is to

be around 10,000. There is no molecular simulation code

which handles such large molecular systems. ProteinDF is

coded by C++. The purpose of this project is to carry out all-

electron calculation on 1,000 residues complex protein on

Earth Simulator. 

<Sub-Theme 2>
In this sub-theme, a powerful molecular dynamics simula-

tion algorithm called Replica-Exchange Molecular Dynamics

(REMD) has been applied to the ab initio folding simulation

of a rather small protein, protein G, in explicit water. The

numbers of amino acids and surrounding water molecules are

56 and 17,187. The total number of replicas is 224 in this

simulation using successfully 896 CPUs of Earth Simulator.

A lot of secondary-structure formations were observed during

the simulation, some of which are native-like. From now,

more powerful simulation algorithm (MUCAREM) than

REMD for folding simulation of protein G in explicit water

will be tested in order to further enhance sampling.

<Sub-Theme 3>
The purpose is to computationally demonstrate and visual-

ize the structural changes of hemoglobin using COSMOS90

which is able to efficiently simulate protein motions in water

with all degrees of freedoms and long-range Coulomb inter-

actions. The second stage of 2004 was data preparation of

hemoglobin in a realistic environment and  acceleration of

COSMOS90. The performance speed of 0.023 sec/step for

hemoglobin in water (120036 atoms) is successfully

achieved, where all the sub-processes of COSMOS90 includ-

ing Barnes-Hut tree code was vectorized and parallelized.

This performance is found to be faster than any other soft-

ware widely used in this research filed such as CHARMM,

AMBER7 and NAMD2.4.

<Sub-Theme 4>
A main goal of prion protein research is detection of the

process that causes the conformational change from normal

cellular form (PrPC) to its pathogenic isoform, PrPSc.

Although three-dimensional structures of the prion proteins

have been obtained by NMR spectroscopy, mechanism of the

conformational change from PrPC to PrPSc is still unknown

and functions of PrPC remain uncovered as well. In this study,

a molecular dynamics (MD) codes were vectorized and paral-

lelized, which are AMBER ver.7, AMBER ver.8 and

MolTreC. To have insights into the mechanism of this transi-

tion, the biophysical properties of the recombinant protein

corresponding to residues 90-231 are studied. 

<Sub-Theme 5>

A molecular dynamics simulation system called PABIOS

is now under development, which is designed to calculate

molecular systems composed of more than a million particles

on parallel computers.  To perform such simulations with

desired accuracy, Particle-Particle Particle-Mesh (PPPM)

method is employed, which enables to compute long-range

Coulomb interaction accurately. In order to improve perform-

ance of PABIOS on Earth Simulator, the algorithm for short-

range interactions was intensively vectorized.  A benchmark

test was carried out using a RuvA-Holliday junction DNA

complex consisted of 166,177 atoms.  At present, PABIOS

has achieved the parallelization and vectorization ratios of

55.0% and 97.5% on 15 nodes (120 processors).  

<Sub-Theme 6>

Genomes of uncultured environmental microorganisms

have remained mostly uncharacterized and are thought to

contain a wide range of novel genes of scientific and industri-

al interests. A novel bioinformatics method is developed for

phylogenetic classification of genomic sequence fragments

derived from the environmental samples, by modifying an

unsupervised neural network algorithm, Kohonen's self-

organizing map (SOM). With Earth Simulator, SOMs for

tetranucleotide frequencies in 210,000 5-kb sequence frag-

ments obtained from 1,502 prokaryotes were constructed,

which corresponded to all available prokaryotic sequences in

public DNA databases. This SOM is used to classify 800,000

sequence fragments by Venter et al from samples of the

Sargasso Sea near Bermuda.

These projects are considered to be leading edges. On the

other hand, they have been developed a sort of independently

and therefore enhancement of sharing information between

the projects is needed for further collaborations.

6. Future Plans and Scopes
Recently, Bio and Nano Simulations are expected to pro-

duce next generation technologies for material developments

in industries, which will be considered to be safe and costless

for the environments. To accomplish this, computer codes are

to be developed in Japan originally. This is one of the goals

of Bio Molecular Simulation Consortium. 

For it, it is strongly required to hybridize codes which

have different functionalities using component program-

ming. One issue is how to share data generated by the com-

ponents. Recently, there are some research activities to share

the dada with XML such as CML Comp (http://cml.source-

forge.net/schema/cmlComp/) in USA and  AbiGrid

(http://www.cineca.it/abigrid/workArea/QCMLdoc.html) in

Italy. Therefore, in the consortium, it will be needed to dis-

cuss how to share the data as a future approach.
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